The dynamics and stability of a thin gas layer moving between two fluid layers moving in the same or opposite direction is studied. The linear evolutionary equations describing the spatial-temporal dynamics of the interface's perturbations between gas and two fluid layers are derived for the flat two-dimensional case. Integral correlations across the layer are obtained, and the various kinds of time dependent base states are found. A linear stability is considered for the system using non-stationary equation array derived. The equation array consists of the two one-dimensional non-stationary equations of a seventh and fourth order. The results of the numerical study of the governing evolution equations support the results of the analysis for more simple limit cases. It is found that the thin sheet gas flow in-between two liquid layers is unstable and the peculiarities are found and discussed together with some applications available.
Introduction
Thin gas or vapor sheets flows are often encountered in various experimental settings and technological applications: jet penetration into the pool of other liquid with a gas entrainment from the free surface [1] [2] [3] of a pool or from vaporization of a volatile coolant in a hot pool [4, 5] . Also, as a stage of a drop disintegration through the phase of a film flow [6] , etc. In fact, the first two phenomena may occur together in a real case [4, 5] . Such kind liquid -gas (vapor) interfaces are prone to different types of instability being subjected to the influence of diverse physical factors and parameters, e.g. thicknesses of the layers, physical properties (viscosity, capillarity, etc.), velocities of the phases.
The jet's stability increases in infinite medium by increasing both viscosities of a jet and medium [7, 8] . And in case of a compound jet of the drip fluids, the surrounding fluid, having high enough viscosity can suppress the growing perturbations of the core so much that the instability of the internal jet and compound jet is fully predetermined by external jet parameters, its viscosity and thickness.
The instability of a thin gas (vapor) sheet between two fluid layers which may be, in general, countercurrent, was not reported in the literature yet. The aim of this paper is to clarify the phenomenon, to develop the mathematical model and analyze the physics of the task as much as possible. The linear evolution equations describing a spatial-temporal dynamics of the gas (vapor) -liquid interfaces are derived and the boundary conditions are stated. Then an appropriate integration of the equations is considered and the equations for the interface dynamics are obtained. The equation array is solved numerically and analytically (for same limit cases), and several sets of the base states are found, and their linear stability properties are examined.
Problem formulation
Two dimensional three-layer flow is considered for the physical situation shown in Fig. 1 . In equilibrium state supposed to be three layers moving with constant velocities in different directions. The lowest layer is considered being in the rest or the coordinate system is touched with it moving with the same velocity. So that thin gas (vapor) layer is moving with respect to lower layer with velocity U 1 . And the upper liquid layer moves with velocity U 2 against gas layer or in the same direction (U 2 < 0). Fig. 1 The scheme of a three-layer flow: y=0, y=afree surfaces of a gas layer; y=-b 1 , y=b 2free surface of the lower and top liquid layers, U 1 , U 2flow velocities It is assumed that inertia forces are big enough to neglect gravitational forces. And y=0, y=a are the unperturbed interfaces of gas -liquid flows at the beginning. Gas (vapor) flow supposed to be incompressible. The governing equations are the continuity and the momentum Navier-Stokes equations, which can be represented in the following linearized form:
where V = {U, V} is the fluid velocity field, p is the pressure, t is time,
xy     ,  -density, dynamic viscosity and indexes, j = 1, 2, 3 are used for gas (vapor), top liquid and bottom liquid, respectively. The boundary conditions are following: tangential stresses supposed to be negligible at the gasliquid interfaces, therefore
are small-amplitude perturbations of the interfaces of the gas flow layer. The balances of the normal stresses at the interfaces and the augmented kinematics condition are: 3  are the surface tension coefficients for the low and top liquid layers with a gas layer, respectively. In the conditions (4) and (5) the capillary forces are taken with the opposite signs because convex and concave for the top and lower surfaces result in capillary pressure in a gas layer different by sign. No-slip is considered at the interfaces:
(6), (7) We suppose that in unperturbed state when the interfaces are the straightforward lines there is a gas slip at the interfaces. But no-slip is considered by gas flow with the perturbed interfaces having uneven boundaries. The liquid layers supposed to be thick enough to suppress the perturbation inside them:
where are:
. The boundary conditions are linear in assumption that the long-wave smallamplitude perturbations of the interfaces are considered. And the boundary layer approximation may be applied for the thin gas layer dynamics. Then for a gas flow 11 ( , ) p p x t  , and the momentum equation in ydirection is omitted.
Considering the instability of the interfaces one can integrate the equations (1) with boundary conditions (2) -(9) with respect to y and reduce the boundary problem (1) -(9) to the evolutionary equations for ).
, ( t x h j
For this purpose, further investigation is better to do in a dimensionless form. The scale values are chosen as follows : a, U 1 , a/U 1 , 2 11 U  -for the length, velocity, time and pressure, respectively. It is considered for simplicity that in the unperturbed state the layers move with the constant their velocities along the axis x. Then the dimensionless boundary problem (1) -(9) for perturbations is got in the following form: Re Re Re
where the momentum equation for the gas flow is omitted because a boundary layer approach is adopted for it due to considered thin gas layer. Here (11), (12) (13) Re 
The integral correlations (18) -(20) are written for a gas layer, and for the top and bottom liquid layers, respectively. The momentum conservation equations for the transversal components were not integrated yet. They are to be used further in a differential form. Then using the following transformation for the integrals with variable limits:
Re
(23)
Here are:
-the flow rates by gas and by two fluid layers, respectively. Then the main problem is to calculate the integral with pressure in (22), (23), and to calculate the normal stresses in the boundary conditions (13), (14). In a linear approach the terms of second order by perturbations should be omitted in (21) -(23), as well as the boundary values have to be substituted from the boundary conditions (11) -(17). The most difficult is to calculate the integral with pressure in (22) -(23) and to calculate the normal stresses in the boundary conditions.
To close the equation array (21) -(23) thus obtained one needs to know / vy  at the boundaries and the integrals of pressure in the two liquid layers. From the mass conservation equation yields // v y u x      , therefore transversal velocity is expressed as
And in the equations (21) -(23) the following expressions are got:
And further / vy  should be expressed thought the functions j h (x, t) and j q (x, t), which are to be calculated later. For this, from the mass conservation equation and boundary conditions (11), (12) follows at the interfaces: / vx  , etc. These correlations are satisfied only at the interfaces. Using (24) and the same for the fourth order correlations one can get the approximations of the fourth order for the transversal velocity components across the liquid layers. Let us consider, which is the most appropriate by these conditions.
Polynomial approximations for transversal velocities' components
Starting from the fourth-order approximation v=c 1 +c 2 y+c 3 y 2 +c 4 y 3 , using the 2 boundary conditions for v and 2 2 x v   . Here с jconstants to be computed from the boundary conditions:
are the bottom and top boundaries, e.g. for v 1 : ;   2   2  2   2   2  2  2  21  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  21  2 1  2 1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 These approximations work well for thin liquid layers. If  i >> 1, they do not fit well to our task, especially in case of at least one infinite liquid layer ( i = ). Therefore, we will not use them further.
Because the interfacial perturbations supposed to die in the liquid layers as far as they go inside the layers from the interfaces. Therefore, it seems to be reasonable to compute the transversal velocity approximations in the following form: v should be
Substitution of (26) into (28) with account of above mentioned yields 
-the third-order by perturbations;
by  1 >> 1 (thick layer), the expressions (32) are simplified:
Here d 1  0, though it is of the third order like d 2 . But d 2 is divided by  1 , while in a derivative 22 3 / vx  -by 3 1  , therefore, this term is substantial but d 1 is a third-order constant (neglected).
To compute the integrals from pressure in liquid media, in the equations (22), (23), the momentum equations must be integrated in a transversal direction. Thus, integrating the (10) by у in the range from у to  i , accounting the conditions of a suppression of all perturbations by у= i (zero perturbations at у= I , they die in the thick layer). Therefore, for the profiles (26) yields: 2  2  2  2  2  3  4  2  1  3  1  2  4  3  4  2  2 
or, without using the pressure gradient on the boundary (can be expressed through q i (x) as done below): 2  4  1  2  2  2  2  1  2  21  2  4  1  2  2  1   3  3  2  2  2  1  2  1  2  3 2 12
Thus, integral from
by the width of the liquid layers has the form: 3  22  1  1  2  1  2  1  2  2  3 3 2 2 () Re 2 
The expression (43) thus obtained is cumbersome, therefore a linear interpolation of a pressure may be used in liquid layers. Because
, the momentum equations can be used by у at the boundaries of the media:
Then expanding p i in a Taylor series by у with accuracy to the linear terms:
the searching integral can be computed in a form: (39)
The terms of higher than the first order by perturbations were neglected in (39). Substituting (38) in (39):
where the pressure gradient by х is taken from (13), (14). Condition (40) is simpler than (37) but it is not so precise. Integrating (10) for the vertical velocity component, with account of the profiles (26), yields the following pressure distribution in a liquid layers: 2  1  2  3  4  21  2  2  2  3  3  4  4  2 2 2
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. Here the linear expansion into a Fourier series was performed:
).
Later on, the concrete expressions for each of liquids are analyzed. For example, from на основе (37) with account of (36), (38) in a linear approach: 2   2   3  2  2  2  21  2  2  21  22  2  2  2  2  2  2  21  2  3  3  2 
where are 
where dash means differentiation by х, dotderivative by t. For the third layer, respectively: 1   1   3  2  31  3  31  32  3  3  3  1  1  3 Re 
If the liquid layers are thick enough ( i >> 1), then the following estimations may be got: 2   2   2  2  2  2  2  21  2  2  2  2  2  2  21  2  2  2  2  2  1   3 Re 2 15 15 15 Substituting (62) in (21)-(23) results a system for  i . Pressure is obtained by integrating (10) , accounting that by taking differential out of integral all terms with differentials from the limit of integration are as follows (second-order): (3 ) ( ) Re 
